
Section 508 Checklist for Microsoft Word Documents

Document Name:

Reviewer Name: Date Reviewed:

Requirements for all documents
The document name contains no spaces or special characters 

The file name is less than 30 characters and clearly describes the contents of the file

Document properties have been set: Title, Author, Subject, Keywords, and Language

Document uses accessible fonts in the Sans Serif family

Track changes has been accepted, rejected, and turned off

Comments and formatting marks have been turned off

There is no flashing, flickering, or animated text

There are no background images or watermarks

Images and non text elements contain meaningful alternate text

Charts and graphs have descriptive text near the image or use a caption

URLs are descriptive and describe to the user the content of the linked page

URLs are not broken

Links are keyboard accessible and can be selected using the tab key

Font color passes color contrast ratio of at least 4.5 to 1

If a document cannot be made accessible, has an accessible version been provided?

General Formatting
Document uses Style elements like Headings in a hierarchical manner

Page numbers use the "Insert page number" feature and are not manually typed

Footnotes have been entered using the "Insert footnote" feature

Color alone is not used as the only means of emphasis

Lists have been created using the list feature in Microsoft Word

Document does NOT contain text boxes

Table of contents is entered using the "Reference" tool and not manually created

Any multiple associated images on the same page have been grouped as one object

Multi layered objects have been flattened into one image and use alternate text

Table Accessibility
Tables were made using the Insert Table option and not manual spaces

Tables have logical reading order 

Tables have appropriate header row or header columns applied

Tables do not use merged cells

Tables do not use any blank cells

In table properties "Allow row to break across pages" is unchecked

For more expert tips and accessibility information please visit The Accessibility Guy Website

https://www.theaccessibilityguy.com
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